Peoria Medical Student Council

Class of 2020
- Angela Delano
- Victoria Lu
- Andrew Murphy
- Matt Schaeffer

Class of 2021
- Ellen Cealey
- David Gao
- Christine Pak
- Paul Saramadis

Class of 2022
- Andrew Meister
- Anna Serrano
- Dominique Bruncko
- Eliot Rapoport

Class of 2023
- Danny Cahill
- Felipe Hernandez
- Tiaranesha Jackson
- Rosemary Ogbonna

Curricular Management Committee

Class of 2020
- Zach Adham
- Alex Tang

Class of 2021
- Jane Zhang
- Faridat Folarin-Amode (alt)

Class of 2022
- Douglas Grow
- Bhargavi Dhanireddy (alt)

Class of 2023
- Andie Kwon
- Manny Cintron (alt)

Event Planning Board

Class of 2020
- Brian Didier
- Elizabeth Edwards
- Robbie George
- Chris Lemoine

Class of 2021
- Lauren Kennedy
- Caroline Lewis
- Nathan Nielson
- Hajira Ahmed

Class of 2022
- Alan David
- Breanna Sullivan
- Daniel Whorf
- Lauren O’Keefe
- Sheena Chatrath

Class of 2023
- Aleyna Brunner
- Caitlin Fernandez
- Grant Gingerich
- Andrew Kuehnle

Budget Advisory Committee

Class of 2020
- Gage Winger
- Derek Minor

Class of 2021
- Matthew Hwang
- Jake Stewart
- Dave Jackson

Class of 2022
- Saad Kothawala
- Taylor Balk

Class of 2023
- John Caniglia
- Talal Mourad

Committee on Student Promotions

Class of 2020
- Alex Matelski

Class of 2021
- Nadia Fayoumi

Class of 2022
- Kyle Kozak

Class of 2023
- Nmerichi Nwakanma

University Medical Student Council

Class of 2020
- AJ Heaps

Class of 2021
- Craig Kym

Class of 2022
- Taylor Schweigert

Class of 2023
- Max Ellithorpe

Committee on Library

Class of 2020
- Hannah Stein

Class of 2021
- Andy Schaver

Class of 2022
- Sam Shaffer

Class of 2023
- Adrianna Borris

Peoria Pons Committee

Class of 2020
- AJ Heaps

Class of 2021
- Christine Pak

Class of 2022
- Anna Kolasz

Class of 2023
- Tashin Zaman

Peoria Medical Alumni Council

Class of 2020
- Emily McLaughlin

Class of 2021
- Danny McGowan

Class of 2022
- Jamie Blue

Class of 2023
- Anvesh Jalasutram